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1) Open access papers and research data;

2) Open repositories;

3) Open universities (including online 
education);

4) Digital popular science and educational 
resources. 



DOAJ (Directory of Open Access Journals) is the 
largest international aggregator of the open access 

scientific journals.

Open Journal Systems (OJS) is a journal management 
and publishing open software system that has been 

developed by the Public Knowledge Project to expand 
and improve access to research.

Sci-Hub is a pirated service that allows free access to 
the subscription articles. In the USA, as in Russia, it is 

illegal. It develops under the slogan: Down with 
copyright in science.



 Google Scholar is a free search system for the full 
scientific publications texts of all disciplines. It 
includes data from most peer-reviewed online 

journals of the major scientific publishers. Articles 
are also available here indexed in the international 

scientometric databases Web of Science (plus 
Russian Science Citation Index) and Scopus, in its 

turn, providing full-text access based on a paid 
subscription. The important part is Google 

Academia.
 Russian scientific articles aggregators: eLibrary
(elibrary.ru) and CyberLeninka (cyberleninka.ru), 

although the proportion of open access articles 
there is still quite small.



 Open Education is an educational platform that 
offers mass online courses of leading Russian 
universities that have joined forces to provide 

everyone with the opportunity to receive a quality 
higher education.

 Any user can take courses from leading universities 
in Russia for free and at any time, and students of 

Russian universities will be able to count the results 
of training at their university.

 The platform currently has over a million listeners.

http://npoed.ru/about










 Pro: online courses provide modular training
opportunities (different target groups), as well as
the competencies formation.

 Contra: there is no process of the real
communication; if professors can be replaced by
a computer, then the entire education system is
collapsing. In Russia, students are not satisfied
with the virtual learning, preferring the real, and
the university academic environment rejects the
universities transformation the into commercial
enterprises, which contradicts their mission.



Online courses are really effective when they are mostly 
an enlightenment (cultural trader), to a lesser extent, 
educational project. Therefore, in the urban environment 
there are more and more art clusters (like New Holland in 
St. Petersburg).

The specialty of open science marketing in Russia is the 
promotion of the certain platforms, to a lesser extent -
single scientists.
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